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The Clique Summer Collection #5: Claire
By Lisi Harrison

The Clique Summer Collection
Will Claire's Florida BFFs become former BFFs? Back in Orlando for the summer, Claire is reunited with
her Florida best friends, Sarah, Sari, and Mandy, after a long year apart. Her FBFs haven't changed at all.
Too bad they think Claire has . . . and not for the better. Claire sets out to prove her loyalty by entering
Kissimmee's Miss Kiss pageant. But when a very special visitor shows up and vows to win the crown,
Claire finds herself torn between Keds and couture. Will Claire finally kiss-immee her past goodbye-once
and for all?
I didn't really like the Clique Summer Collection books. It just wasn't the same w|o the rest of the
members of the Clique. I understand it was supposed to be their own adventures over the summer but
most of them were mushy &amp; kind of weird? It's not the same kind of drama &amp; tension that I
enjoy while reading the Clique Series. It was an appealing book, but not as good as the others. I didn't
like it TOO much. And since this book was about Claire, you could just say; I don't really 'like'
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really like the Clique Summer Collection books. It just wasn't the same w|o the rest of the members of
the Clique. I understand it was supposed to be their own adventures over the summer but most of
them were mushy &amp; kind of weird? It's not the same kind of drama &amp; tension that I enjoy
while reading the Clique Series. It was an appealing book, but not as good as the others. I didn't like it
TOO much. And since this book was about Claire, you could just say; I don't really 'like' her so it makes
this book even less appealing. Oh well, i still love the Clique Series &amp; how Lisi Harrison writes. She
still remains to be one of my most favorite authors. ^_^
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The Clique Summer Collection Alicia
Claire is a 12 year old girl that has a real passion for fashion.
Claire finishes her school year and decides to get a job so that she can buy a new back to school
wardrobe, except that no one wants a 12 year old little girl. Â«Todd was the only one in town willing to
hire a twelve year-old Â» (The clique pg.2). Claireâ€™s brother Todd decides to give his little sister a paid
job at his store even though she is not very certain that he is going to pay her. Â« Depending on her
younger brother for a pay
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Claire finishes her school year and decides to get a job so that she can buy a new back to school
wardrobe, except that no one wants a 12 year old little girl. Â«Todd was the only one in town willing to
hire a twelve year-old Â» (The clique pg.2). Claireâ€™s brother Todd decides to give his little sister a paid
job at his store even though she is not very certain that he is going to pay her. Â« Depending on her
younger brother for a paycheck would become less pathetic Â»( the clique pg. 2). Claire is very annoyed
that her brother is her boss but will she stand it for the rest of the summer?
Claireâ€™s Fbffs (Florida best friends forever) are Sari, Mandy, and Sarah. They each have glitter colors,
Sari is the pink, Mandy is the blue, Sarah the orange and Claire the green. Claireâ€™s nicknames are
most of the time either Claire-Bear, Bad Pitt or green from her glitter color but the most popular one is
Claire-bear. Since Claire moved everything changed in her world of beauty and she started to care a lot
about her appearance. Â« Back to the place before she moved, a place where lip gloss was saved only
for class pictures, blush was for Halloween and body odor was perfectly natural Â» ( the clique pg.4).
Will her perfection world ever change back to how it was or will she be like this forever?
Claire had a sister that was the complete opposite of her: she would wear a little bit of lip gloss and
brush her blonde hair on special occasions but that was all she would do to try to look pretty.
Claireâ€™s room is covered with pictures of girls in sleeping bags, cheering at a soccer match, piled in a
range rover, carving a Chanel logo with snow, going to Hollywood studios with private jets and Vogue
poses with her idol Massie-quin. Â« The cheery white and green floral prints had been poked with
push-pins that held dozens of pretty committee photos Â» ( the clique pg.5). Claire had also hanged a
picture of her ex-crush Cam Fisher ( the green eyes) but had made a pact to not look at it until he
answered one of the billion sorry letters she had sent him. Â« Iâ€™m sorry for spying on you through
secret camera that was planted in your sensitivity training class and I will never do something like that
again if you give me a second chance Â» (the clique pg.6). Will Cam give Claire a second chance?
Since the girls met each other, all they talk about is â€œThe Miss Kissimmee Beauty Pageantâ€•. When
Claire was away, she completely forgot about it but now that she is twelve, they can compete. Claire
does not really want to do it because she knows that it broke a lot of friendships and it is the last thing
she needs right now after being away for a year. A long time ago, a pair of twins competed and it broke
their friendship to this day.
When Mandy texted Claire telling her that the winner gets $1.000, she changed her mind. Â« Whatâ€™s
a little healthy competition between friends? Â» (Harrison Pg. 14). She does not get enough money
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working for Todd and she needs that money to buy her back to school wardrobe or else she might get
kicked out of the pretty committee.
Claire loves Mrs. Van Deussenâ€™s Petite Chihuahua, Piper.
When they were in the bus, Claire was talking to Piper which must have seemed very weird since the
girls behind were looking and laughing. Claire was telling Piper that she wished she could have such an
easy life and be so loved like her. When Mrs. Van Deussen put the air conditioner on, Piper was
shivering. Claire told her that she understood her because she lived in the snow for a year. â€œ I know
how you feel Piperâ€• (Harrison Pg. 8). Claire wished she could adopt this little Chihuahua.
Claire is so happy to be back in Florida and to see her friends and everything she had left to go to
Westchester.
She was taking pictures of everything she saw.
Massy told her that they were so happy to be SACS again
(Sari, Amandy, Claire, Sarah) and not SAS. Amandyâ€™s real name is Mandy but she says Amandy
makes her look 16 and not 12.
Going back to the Pageant, Claire needed to take the risk of breaking her friendship to get the money
because either way if she is kicked out of the pretty committee they will not be friends with her
anymore. Working for her brother isnâ€™t going to take her anywhere. â€œ It wouldnâ€™t get her any
closer of a Massie approved wardrobeâ€• (Harrison Pg. 12)
She has to do it for The Pretty Committee (TPC).
Claire and her friends are so happy to be part of the pageant. They went shopping all together to find
the perfect dress. When she lived in Florida SACS always liked the same things but know Claire has
changed and is part of the pretty committee. Sari tried on a dress and Claire immediately said Â« EW!
Â». Sari and all her friends told her she had changed. So even if Claire lied to them by saying that Ew
meant extremely wearable in Wechester, she got her friends back. SAS asked Claire to prove it by
buying the dress and wearing it to the pageant. Claire had worked so hard to get the money for a dress
to wear to the pageant and now she had to buy this farmers' dress with puppies on it.
She had a solution: she asked Todd to dress up and throw coffee on her dress in front of SAS so that
she would have an excuse to wear the signed dresses that Massie had sent her. When Todd threw the
coffee, it first arrived on Sariâ€™s dress, he tried again and again and again, and all the dresses were
touched except Claireâ€™s. Now she had lost all of her friends, still had that ugly dress and Todd had
put the video on youtube and it got a lot of of success and that was another reason for the girls to be
mad. The next day, when Claire went to the pageant selections, SAS did not show up. Was it because
they were mad at her or because they did not have anything left to wear? What had she done and why
did she do it?
The next day, a lot of things that she absolutely did not expect happened. SACS were hanging in
Claireâ€™s room when someone knocked at the door. It was Massie! What was she doing here? Massie
said her parents had left for Mexico and she had no where to stay. After that, the girls went to the
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pageant and Lorna, the judge, asked Claire something that changed her life. Lorna asked Claire to be
the celebrity judge of Miss Kiss because everybody loved her for her movie "Dial L for looser". The girls
directly went back to be friends with her again, even though Claire knew it was just because she was
one of the Judges.
Between SAS and Massie everything was going wrong. They hated each other. Claire had to lie to them
all day to hang out a little bit with the other ones. Even though she was not allowed to help the
contestants, she promised both of them she would help them. Massie decided to be part of the pageant
too because the girls told her she wouldnâ€™t even last the first round.
The first round of the pageant was quick answer to questions. Everyone did very well except Sari. She
said that she answered better when she got pinched, so she took a crab from her dads' restaurant so
that it pinched her during the questions. It was a disaster, the crab ran of the stage and pinched
everyone.

When it was time to discover who the five finalists were, Claireâ€™s heart almost bursted. "And the five
finalists are", Lorna continued Gracie, Sarah, Amandy, Wendi and Massie. Claire felt so bad for Sari who
was probably backstage covered with scars that were made by that crab. Now the five finalists had to
put up a show about their biggest issues in the world. â€œPlease step up and share your issue with
usâ€• ( Harrison 106). Now it was time for her best friends to really compete against each other, there
were no turning back.
"First up Gracie" Lorna said as the public applauded, "my issue is obesity in america" she said while
preparing herself to put up the show.
Then it was Sarahâ€™s turn, "my issue is the earthquakes scientists predict in thirty years", she said
while she was vibrating and dancing like an earthquake. Sarah fell and hurt herself, so she got
eliminated while Amandy was laughing so hard. Then it was Wendiâ€™s turn, "my issue is terrorism"
she said in her mini skirt and crop top. â€œDoes she want to fight terrorists or seduce themâ€• said
one of the judges. ( Harrison 109). Massie went on stage and said that her issue was make up testing on
animals. The crowd applauded their approval.
Finally it was Amandyâ€™s turn. She went on stage. Claire wanted to move the fan a little closer but it
got trapped to the stage and the fan went right on Amandyâ€™s face and ruined all her chances of
winning.
Now it was time for Claire to vote for the final Miss Kiss. It was Amandyâ€™s dream since the day they
met but it would make the judges suspicious. If she voted for Sari or Sarah it wouldnâ€™t make sense.
The only one that was left was Massie but it would tear her friendship up. The only thing that seemed
fair was voting for Gracie so that is what she did. Amanda directly sent a message saying that all that
she did to help them was a plan to help Massie win. â€œ Admit it U wanted us to loose so that your BFF
Massie could winâ€• (Harrison 117). Amandy, who was mad at Claire showed the message that said
everything that she had done to help the SAS and Massie to the judges which meant that Claire was
kicked out of the Judges and her vote did not count.
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As the title suggest, this Clique Summer Collection novel is supposedly centered on Claire, but in reality,
it's actually a novel focused on both Massie and Claire, which makes it disappointing for those readers
actually intrigued by Claire's backstory. Yet, as initially displeasing as this may be, readers quickly come
to realize that hidden behind Mrs. Lisi Harrison's unconventional pairing is a beneficial moral. That is,
that it's better to prioritize quality over quantity, especially when it

As the title suggest, this Clique

Summer Collection novel is supposedly centered on Claire, but in reality, it's actually a novel focused on
both Massie and Claire, which makes it disappointing for those readers actually intrigued by Claire's
backstory. Yet, as initially displeasing as this may be, readers quickly come to realize that hidden behind
Mrs. Lisi Harrison's unconventional pairing is a beneficial moral. That is, that it's better to prioritize
quality over quantity, especially when it comes time to friendship.
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The Clique Summer Collection Dylan
Of itself, I guess this book wasn't the worst thing ever, but I couldn't stand Claire's old friends. If these
were the people she hung out with before the first book, no wonder she was so entitled. These guys
were insufferable.
Ok, so tehnically I am cheating, but I really wanna finish the reading challenge.
Happy New Year!
Massie is just as much of a bad friend as the FLBR's.
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The Clique Summer Collection Massie
3.75. Probably my favorite of the summer collection. my problem remains always and forever the same
thing with Claire. She lets people walk all over her so they'll like her.
Altogether, this was a good book. I did get a little lost during some parts but I liked the book.
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The Clique Summer Collection Claire
Interesting twists.
Claire has returned to Orlando for the summer which she spends working for her little brother in order
to save up money for wardrobe when she returns back to Westchester. When she reunites with her old
friends they keep pressing the issue that Claire has changed since moving. Then, when she is forced to a
wear a dress she loathes for the Miss Kiss pageant she has Todd ruin all of the groupsâ€™ gowns, but
she gets busted for her scheme and the girls leave infuriated. The next day they wonâ€™t even sp
Claire has returned to Orlando for the summer which she spends working for her little brother in order
to save up money for wardrobe when she returns back to Westchester. When she reunites with her old
friends they keep pressing the issue that Claire has changed since moving. Then, when she is forced to a
wear a dress she loathes for the Miss Kiss pageant she has Todd ruin all of the groupsâ€™ gowns, but
she gets busted for her scheme and the girls leave infuriated. The next day they wonâ€™t even speak to
her; however, they welcome her once more when she anointed as a judge for the pageant due to her
being the star for Dial L for Loser. Then, when at home a box filled with Massieâ€™s clothes arrives
totally confusing Claire, but she plays it off like Massie sent them as a gift and so the group goes
through them carelessly making Claire feel uneasy especially when Massie herself walks in through the
door. She has arrived by surprise to stay with Claire for the rest of the summer. She is pretty upset
about the Claireâ€™s â€œLBRâ€• friends trashing her clothes and the Massie and that group totally
donâ€™t get along. Then, at a party for the pageant the group challenge Massie saying she wouldnâ€™t
even make it through the first round of the pageant, so she flashes her purple streak and gets in the
pageant. Claire is torn as she doesnâ€™t know how to be impartial when judging the competition, and
though she really isnâ€™t suppose to tries to help them all equally in preparation for the pageant
though Massie refuses like the alpha she is any help Claire offers except in her gown choice. When, the
pageant begins Claire is set on giving the girls all 8s so itâ€™s clear she is impartial. But things run
amuck and all of her Florida friends eventually lose the pageant as they took Claireâ€™s corrections and
thus they failed in doing so smoothly as Sari ends up with a crab causing havoc, Sarah is pulled off the
stage after her dance as they think sheâ€™s injured though she isnâ€™t, and Amandyâ€™s scabbed
eyebrows from a failed wax show getting her obviously not picked in the final round where they have to
pick a winner. In order to be fair Claire votes for Gracie. When texting her FBFFs her texts about how
she helped them and voted all 8s and for Gracie in the end are shown to the women in charge who
reads them allowed. Claire loses her job as a judge and the cash it came with and total hatred from the
FBFFs, Massie, and the rest of Kissimmee, Florida. However, her parents are there to support her and
make her come to the ceremony in which the audience will vote between Gracie and Massie. Claire is
prevented from voting though she was going to vote for Massie and the press and audience attack her
though her family stands by her through it all. Massie is crowned as pageant winner but she gives the
title to Gracie as she is a native and wanted the title for all the right reasons. When going to apologize
her FBFFs force Claire to choose between them and Massie whom makes it clear that she supposedly
knows Claire would pick her, so Claire leaves saying she picked herself. Massie however makes up with
Claire and gives her the thousand dollar prize money she earned saying she wants her best friend to
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not look like a total LBR in the 8th grade. Pleased, Claire embraces her BFF.

The foreshadowing of Massieâ€™s arrival was suspenseful, and the complications of the different,
conflicting lives of Claire were interesting to see play out. The pageant was a creative way to have these
friendships clash. Though Claire lost her FBBFs it was for the better as they were using her. Iâ€™m glad
she and Massie are BFFs now.
...more
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The Clique Summer Collection Kristen
Massie is the first book of the Summer Collection, a group of side stories revolving around the members
of the "Pretty Committee" from Lisi Harrison's "The Clique" series of popular and controversial books.
Each of the Summer Collection titles follows one of the characters through her summer vacation in
between the seventh and eighth grades (or, chronologically, in between Sealed With a Diss and Bratfest
At Tiffany's in The Clique series).
Plot: Claire Lyons spends her summer vacation back in Flo

Massie is the first book of the Summer

Collection, a group of side stories revolving around the members of the "Pretty Committee" from Lisi
Harrison's "The Clique" series of popular and controversial books. Each of the Summer Collection titles
follows one of the characters through her summer vacation in between the seventh and eighth grades
(or, chronologically, in between Sealed With a Diss and Bratfest At Tiffany's in The Clique series).
Plot: Claire Lyons spends her summer vacation back in Florida to revisit her old BFFs. Things become
complicated when her new BFF Massie Block decides she needs to crash in and steal the show at the
Kissimmee Miss Kiss Pageant.
Claire, in many ways, only serves to highlight what is problematic about The Clique as a whole. Even as a
mere fictional character, Massie cannot but help herself in stealing all the attention away within the
confines of a book named for a completely different character. Her presence becomes overly distracting
and indeed, true to her character, is nothing but "me, me, me." Claire reads far more like Massie #2, and
carries over all of the problems of that novella.
Positives:
- a relatively short page count means that Claire's (and the reader's) misery doesn't last long
- Reading level: Medium-easy (2 to 3 hours)
Negatives:
- Massie steals the show in a most annoying and unwelcome manner, for both Claire and the reader
- the novella serves to highlight Massie's bullying and brattiness in unhelpfully positive ways
Other similar works by the author:
- The Clique series, of which The Summer Collection compliments
- Alphas, a spin-off series revolving around Skye Hamilton who is introduced in It's Not Easy Being Mean
Similar works by other authors:
- The "Castle Heights" series (Cindy Ella, Geek Charming, Little Miss Red, Wicked Jealous) by Robin
Palmer (superior writing and characterization, more positive messages)
- The "Yours Truly, Lucy B. Parker" series by Robin Palmer (superior writing and characterization, more
positive messages)
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- "The A-List" by Zoey Dean (flatter writing, even more negative messages and controversial content)
- "How My Personal, Private Journal Become a National Best-Seller" by Julia DeVillers (more positive
messages)
- "Secrets of My Hollywood Life" by Jen Calonita (better narrative, more positive messages)
Other Notes:
- I recommend reading the entire Summer Collection in publication order (Massie, Dylan, Alicia, Kristen,
Claire) and in-between Sealed With a Diss and Bratfest at Tiffany's in the main Clique series.

...more

Claire by Lisi Harrison is the fifth and last installment in the Clique Summer Collection mini-series; it
covers an entire summer with Claire Lyons.

Synopsis: Battle of the BFFs!

Back in Orlando for the summer, Claire is reunited with her Florida best friends Sarah, Sari, and Mandy
after a long year apart. Her FBFFs haven't changed at all. Too bad they think Claire has. . . and not for
the better. She sets out to prove her loyalty by helping her friends get ready to compete in Kissimmee's
Miss Kis
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mini-series; it covers an entire summer with Claire Lyons.

Synopsis: Battle of the BFFs!

Back in Orlando for the summer, Claire is reunited with her Florida best friends Sarah, Sari, and Mandy
after a long year apart. Her FBFFs haven't changed at all. Too bad they think Claire has. . . and not for
the better. She sets out to prove her loyalty by helping her friends get ready to compete in Kissimmee's
Miss Kiss pageant. But when a very special visitor shows up and vows to win the crown, Claire finds
herself torn between Keds and hawt couture. Will she finally kiss-immee her past goodbye---once and
for all?

My Review: I loved reading about Claire's dramatic summer. I thought it was sort of cliche, though, how
she couldn't decide which friend to help and ended up basically getting kicked out of her Florida life just
to try to keep friendships together. Massie, to me, was just Little Miss "Thang" in this book especially
because she behaved like she was way better than everyone in Florida. Yes, she won the MK pageant,
but she could have been just a little nicer to Sarah, "Amandy," and Sari (aka SAS). Claire was actually
pretty fun in this book to me. She expressed her old Florida self a little, while still tightly hanging on to
everything she had learned from the PC that school year in Westchester. Her final choice to pick herself
over SAS and Massie was pretty brave to me. I can't say that I would have done the same thing. Overall,
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it was a great read, and I am giving it a four-and-a-half-star rating.
...more
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The Clique Summer Collection Claire Pdf
This story is about the last girl to be joined in Massie Block's clique Claire. Claire spends her summer in
Orlando with her old friends, But sadly, her friends notice that she has changed, and for worse.
2)My impression of the book is that people should not try and change them self's, unless they want to.
Definitely, though, not for other people. I also learned that people should not try to impress others, if
they can't do it without changing, because if you can't please them with yourselves th

This story is

about the last girl to be joined in Massie Block's clique Claire. Claire spends her summer in Orlando with
her old friends, But sadly, her friends notice that she has changed, and for worse.
2)My impression of the book is that people should not try and change them self's, unless they want to.
Definitely, though, not for other people. I also learned that people should not try to impress others, if
they can't do it without changing, because if you can't please them with yourselves then you can't
please them otherwise.
3)I think that the authors writing is very inviting, and relates a lot to the audience she is trying to reach. I
also think it is a little persuasive, on trying to get the reader to follow her advice, which is not exactly
written out, but put into the story as the moral.
4) i think the author wanted us to take away from the book that being anything but yourself is bad. And
anything that you want to be but yourself is bad.
7) This story is about Claire Lyons, a girl in the Pretty Committee, ran by Massie Block, and how she
spends her summer in Orlando with her old friends.
9)This book would be better, if it included why Massie Block was with her instead of being at riding
camp, because if you didn't read about Massie first, you wouldn't understand what happened before
she came to Orlando.

...more

~Claire
~Lisi Harrison
~Realistic Fiction
~134 pages
~Summary~
Over the summer Claire and her family returned to Kissimmee, Florida. Her best friends Amanda,
Sarah, and Sari haven't changed at all but its Claire who they say have. They think Massie and
Weschester have changed her into a â€œtoo caring Claireâ€• and they don't like it. While in Florida, the
annual Miss Kiss pageant is coming up. This pageant is something the girls have been waiting to do all
there lives and are finally old enough. They n
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~Summary~
Over the summer Claire and her family returned to Kissimmee, Florida. Her best friends Amanda,
Sarah, and Sari haven't changed at all but its Claire who they say have. They think Massie and
Weschester have changed her into a â€œtoo caring Claireâ€• and they don't like it. While in Florida, the
annual Miss Kiss pageant is coming up. This pageant is something the girls have been waiting to do all
there lives and are finally old enough. They never thought it was going to be as hard as it was. Claire
finds herself being judge of the pageant and having to choose between her best friends to win. Claire
may have to say goodbye to her FBFFs, or Florida Best Friends.
~Review~
This was the first book of the summer series I have read and I don't think it really followed how great
the real series is. It wasn't bad but defiantly not the best. Even though I didn't like it as much it still had
great description. I could picture everything in my head. I think the book deffinently got better as it went
on and the ending was so much better than the beginning. I wish there was more of a surprise though, I
could predict the end. Overall, I feel this wasn't Lisi Harrison's best book but deffinently worth reading!
...more
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The Clique Summer Collection Reading Level
This book was about what Claire did over the summer. She went back to her home town of Orlando to
visit some of her old friends (Sarah, Sari, and Mandy). She was extactic to be reunited with her old
friends, but unfortunatley they didn't feel the same way. After spending all of her time with Massie and
the "pretty committe", Claire had changed, and according to her friends it was for the worst. They think
that she has turned into a Massie Block wannabee. Then the worst possible thing happened, a

This

book was about what Claire did over the summer. She went back to her home town of Orlando to visit
some of her old friends (Sarah, Sari, and Mandy). She was extactic to be reunited with her old friends,
but unfortunatley they didn't feel the same way. After spending all of her time with Massie and the
"pretty committe", Claire had changed, and according to her friends it was for the worst. They think that
she has turned into a Massie Block wannabee. Then the worst possible thing happened, after Massie
was kicked out of her riding camp, she was bored out of her mind and went to visit Claire in Orlando.
That gave her friends an even worse opinion of her. But after Massie learns to think of someone else
other then herself, Sarah, Sari and Mandy have a different view of Massie. I actually learned a lot from
this book. Not only was it very entertaining for my age group because all of the drama, but it actually
taught some lessons that could come in handy. For example, it taught me not to judge people bases on
rumors, or just one experience with them. They could just be having a bad day, or they could just be in a
bad mood, you never know.

...more

I remember I was excited to read Claire's story, mostly because we never really got to see what her life
was like in Orlando and what her friends were like. But then MASSIE had to show up and ruin
everything, forcing the spotlight on herself like always. She already had a book written entirely about
her, not to mention she's always the center of attention in pretty much every book, why couldn't this
book be just about Claire? I'm not saying this book was bad, but Massie took the fun out of it, b
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remember I was excited to read Claire's story, mostly because we never really got to see what her life
was like in Orlando and what her friends were like. But then MASSIE had to show up and ruin
everything, forcing the spotlight on herself like always. She already had a book written entirely about
her, not to mention she's always the center of attention in pretty much every book, why couldn't this
book be just about Claire? I'm not saying this book was bad, but Massie took the fun out of it, because
she had to stress Claire out and she made Claire feel different about her friends because they were
"childish," actually no they actually act their age compared to Massie and the clique who act like they're
15 when they're barely thirteen, I think they're twelve? Seriously. And it made me really mad when
Massie took part in the pageant just to prove that she was "better" than Claire's friends, when the other
girls really wanted it. But whatever. At least there was a happy ending or I would have thrown this book
out the window.

...more
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The Clique Summer Series In Order
The book "Claire" by Lisi Harrison was a easy book to rate. This book was classified under fiction, as in
the book was made up. "Claire" had a lot of humor in it and had real life scenarios that normal girl
teenagers might go through. This book can mentally help you in making good decisions in life and
because of that matter I rate the book "Claire" with 4 stars.
This book was what you would consider a easy read. The setting pretty much stayed in one area in a
town called Westchester, and there
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book was classified under fiction, as in the book was made up. "Claire" had a lot of humor in it and had
real life scenarios that normal girl teenagers might go through. This book can mentally help you in
making good decisions in life and because of that matter I rate the book "Claire" with 4 stars.
This book was what you would consider a easy read. The setting pretty much stayed in one area in a
town called Westchester, and there wasn't very many characters involved. If you, as a reader, enjoy
reading books with friendship crisis's then this is the book to read. Claire, the main character, reunites
with her old friends over the summer, but when her best friend from Westchester comes Claire must
choose who she wants to hang with. This book can help you when you face challenges similar to these
in your teenage years. This book can help change who you are as a friend and who you pick for friends. I
highly recommend this book for young teens.
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THis book by Lisi Harrison, is about a girl named Claire. This summer shes finally having the time of her
life when she goes back to her hometown, in Florida. CLaire and her friends finally get the chance to
enter the local Kissimmee beauty pagent. Meanwhile Massie decides to fly down to FLorida to Hang
with CLaire. When Massie hears about the contest she decides to sign for it. And Claire is offered to be
and judge and shes except.Now, Claire is torn between choosing Massie or chossing her Flor
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book by Lisi Harrison, is about a girl named Claire. This summer shes finally having the time of her life
when she goes back to her hometown, in Florida. CLaire and her friends finally get the chance to enter
the local Kissimmee beauty pagent. Meanwhile Massie decides to fly down to FLorida to Hang with
CLaire. When Massie hears about the contest she decides to sign for it. And Claire is offered to be and
judge and shes except.Now, Claire is torn between choosing Massie or chossing her Florida
friends.Claire's external conflict is wether her friends will still like her after her desion. Internal conflict is
if she should choose Massie over her Florida best friends.
I can connect this book to myself. This is because i have a similar sitution to Claire. SOmetimes i have to
choose over my friends. And just like Claire i just cant decide who i should choose over.
I would give this book 5 stars. This is because it always kept me interested. I would recommend this
book to people who like books about friendships and drama.
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The Clique Summer Collection Massie Summary
I enjoyed this book. It was a fast, enjoyable read. I have not read any of the other books in "The Clique"
series. This book takes place during summer vacation while Claire is home in Florida. I liked her a lot.
There were many passages mentioning how different her life is when she is at school with the rest of
The Clique in Westchester. At her school the "Pretty Committee" sound terrible, causing her stress and
bullying her, making her feel like she cannot be herself. I do not believe I would e
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It was a fast, enjoyable read. I have not read any of the other books in "The Clique" series. This book
takes place during summer vacation while Claire is home in Florida. I liked her a lot. There were many
passages mentioning how different her life is when she is at school with the rest of The Clique in
Westchester. At her school the "Pretty Committee" sound terrible, causing her stress and bullying her,
making her feel like she cannot be herself. I do not believe I would enjoy the non-summer books at all.
This story centers around a beauty pageant. When another member of the Pretty Committee shows up,
it quickly turns into a contest between Clair's two very different sets of friends. The book ends with
Claire about to move away from Florida forever, with no resolution to her friendship issues. It left me
frustrated. As there is still snow on the ground in Michigan right now, I did enjoy the passages about
sunny, warm, humid summer days.
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I love this book so much!!! So far, Claire's Westchester friends, Massie, isn't getting along, nor being nice
to, Claire's Florida friends, Sari, Sarah, and Mandy (Amandy). I feel bad for Claire, because she's going
through a lot right now- her 2 sets of friends have met-not good- and also,for the Miss Kiss Pagent in
Kissimme, Florida, Claire is one of the judges, and her 3 Florida friends are in the pagent, so she has to
vote for one of them. Her Florida friends got into a fight about who Clair
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far, Claire's Westchester friends, Massie, isn't getting along, nor being nice to, Claire's Florida friends,
Sari, Sarah, and Mandy (Amandy). I feel bad for Claire, because she's going through a lot right now- her
2 sets of friends have met-not good- and also,for the Miss Kiss Pagent in Kissimme, Florida, Claire is one
of the judges, and her 3 Florida friends are in the pagent, so she has to vote for one of them. Her Florida
friends got into a fight about who Claire should vote for in the pagent. Also, Massie was being really
mean to Claire's Florida friends, and she'll be staying at Claire's house, which Sari, Sarah, and Amandy
go all of the time, so they'll have to see Massie there. Also, Claire lied to her Florida friends about some
stuff, because of Massie, and she kind of lied to Massie about some stuff, to stay in the Pretty
Commitee, which is Massie's clique.
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